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“It is my plan to build a school of music second to none.”

—William Grant Egbert (1867–1928) Founder, Ithaca Conservatory of Music
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Niehaus-Hold                      Lennie Niehaus

It Only Happens Every Time        Thad Jones

In a Mellow Tone                  Duke Ellington
                                           arranged by Dave Wolpe

Hop, Skip and A Jump              Ray Brown

The Groove Merchant               Jerome Richardson
                                           arranged by Thad Jones

That Warm Feeling                  Sammy Nestico

Chi Chi                          Charlie Parker
                                           arranged by John La Barbera
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Kristen Meeker
Jason Rugg
Jeff Stepian
Dan Shaut
Anthony Balester

Trombone
Nicola McLean
Chris DeGraw
David McCormick
John Lavoie

Trumpets
Jim Hegedus
Bill Bertram
Chad Louden
Carl Smith
Hugh Ash
Dave Millen

Guitar
Brock Smith

Piano
Masato Ota

Bass
Andrew Battles

Drums
Tim Collins

The Jazz Workshop was organized to give those sincerely interested in Jazz as an art form an opportunity to participate in organized ensembles where creativity through improvisation and composition is encouraged.